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HYPERASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF SECOND-ORDER LINEAR 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I 

A. B. Olde Daalhuis and F. W. J. Olver 

ABSTRACT. A sequence of re-expansions is developed for the remainder terms in 
the well-known Poincare series expansions of the solutions of homogeneous linear 
differential equations of the second order in the neighborhood of an irregular 
singularity of rank one. These re-expansions are in series of repeated integrals 
of the generalized exponential integral, and the coefficients in these series are 
the same as those of the original Poincare expansions. Each step of the process 
reduces the estimate of the error term by the same exponentially-small factor, 
while increasing the region of validity. 

It also is shown how to ensure that the process is numerically stable.  A nu- 
merical example is included. 

1. Introduction and summary 

The general homogeneous linear differential equation of the second order is given by 

d2w      „, .dw       , N        ^ /H  _ 
^ + /(*)^+*(*)«' = 0. (1.1) 

If, as we shall suppose, the point at infinity is an irregular singularity of rank one, 
then the functions f(z) and g{z) can be expanded in power series 

OO       /. oo 

that converge on an open annulus \z\ > a. Not all of the coefficients /o, go, and gi 
vanish, otherwise infinity would be a regular singularity 

In a recent paper [6], we showed how to improve the accuracy and extend the region 
of applicability of the well-known Poincare asymptotic expansions of the solutions of 
(1.1) for large \z\. This was achieved by truncating the expansions at or near their 
optimal stage (that is, as a rule, at or near their smallest term) and re-expanding the 
remainder term in a series of generalized exponential integrals. In the present paper, 
we show how to achieve additional improvement, both in accuracy and in the region 
of validity, by further re-expansions of remainder terms. 

We follow existing terminology [1,2,5,9] for these new types of asymptotic ex- 
pansions. Thus re-expansions in terms of generalized exponential integrals are called 
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exponentially-improved or superasymptotic expansions. Further re-expansions are 
called hyperasymptotic expansions. The levels of improvement are enumerated in the 
following way. The original Poincare expansions are regarded as being at level zero, 
the exponentially-improved expansions are at level one, and the hyperasymptotic ex- 
pansions are at levels two and above. 

The paper is arranged as follows. In §2, we define and describe properties of certain 
multiple integrals, the so-called "hyperterminants", that are needed in subsequent 
sections. In §§3,4, we show how to optimize the remainder terms in the well-known 
Poincare or "zeroth-level" asymptotic expansions for the solutions of the second-order 
linear differential equation in the neighborhood of an irregular singularity of rank 
one. This problem is well understood in the literature, but we introduce a somewhat 
different form of proof that is to be used in later sections. 

In §5, we re-expand the remainder terms that appear in §4, to obtain "first-level" 
expansions. These expansions are in series of generalized exponential integrals, or first- 
level hyperterminants, and are the same as those found in [6]. However, we now are 
able to optimize this re-expansion and the outcome is perhaps somewhat surprising. 
By taking approximately 2\z\ terms in the zeroth-level expansion — that is, twice 
the number used when we optimize at that level — and \z\ terms in the first-level 
expansion, the error estimate is improved from e~"'z' times an arbitrary power of z'1 

to e~2lzl|z|~2. 
In §§6, 7, the process of re-expansion is continued to the second level and then 

generalized. At the Zth level, / being arbitrary, the expansions of the solutions are in 
terms of hyperterminants at that level and all preceding levels, and the coefficients at 
each level alternate between the sets of coefficients for the original pair of Poincare 
expansions. On optimizing, we find that the pattern described in the preceding para- 
graph continues. Thus we require approximately (I + l)\z\ terms at level zero, l\z\ 
terms at level one, and so on, finishing with \z\ terms at level /. The total number 
of terms is approximately |(/ + 1)(7 + 2)\z\, and the final error estimate is e-(z+1)l2l 
times a power of z. Since / is arbitrary, this means that, in theory, there is no limit 
on the attainable exponential improvement. 

In §8, the numerical stability of the generalized asymptotic expansion is examined, 
and it is demonstrated that instability, in the form of cancellation, begins when level 
2 is included, and becomes severe at higher levels. It also is shown how to overcome 
this difficulty by reducing the number of terms called for in the optimization process 
that is used in §7. With the numerically stable form of expansion, the optimal error 
estimate on stopping at the Zth level (/ ^ 2) is (I -f l)~e\z\ times a power of z. The 
number of terms required also is less. 

In §9, a numerical example is provided. In §10, it is shown how to extend the 
sector of validity beyond \phz\ ^ TT for the hyperasymptotic expansions of §7. This 
is achieved via continuation formulas for the remainder terms. The sector of validity 
can extend as far as | ph.z\ ^ (/ + |)7r — <$, but as the sector widens the exponential 
improvement diminishes. A similar, but less extensive, continuation can also be made 
for the numerically stable hyperasymptotic expansions of §8. 

In the concluding section, §11, comparisons of our new results are made with earlier 
results obtained in an important paper by Berry and Howls [1]. Comments also are 
made on the Stokes phenomenon and the numerical evaluation of the hyperterminants. 
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2. Auxiliary functions 

In [6] our re-expansions for the solutions of (1.1) were expressed in terms of the function 
Fp(z) defined by 

-z     poo     -zt.p-l 

when 5Rp > 0 and \ph.z\ < ^TT, and by analytic continuation elsewhere. This function 
is directly related to the generalized exponential integral and the incomplete Gamma 
function, and its relevant properties are summarized in §2 of [9]. 

In the present paper, we shall need the following generalizations of Fp(z): 

G^\z) = -, (2.2a) 
z 

poo    _t,Mo-l+cj 

Gil\z;Mo)= -^— dt, (2.2b) 
Jo t-\- z 

and, in general, 

G2>(*;Mo,Mi,...,Mz_i) = 

pOO        nC 

Jo     Jo (t + ^)(tl+t)(t2+tl)---(tz-l+tz_2) 
-dti-i' • - dtidt. 

(2.2c) 

Here, z and to are real or complex parameters and Z, MQ, MI,... are nonnegative 
integers. By observing that 

ti+t>t,    tj + tj-! > tj-u    2 < j < I - 1, (2.3) 

we see that these multiple integrals converge when | ph^l < TT and 

Mj H- {-)mu; > 0,    0 < j < I - 1. (2.4) 

Elsewhere, the GL are defined by analytic continuation with respect to z and to. 
Clearly, when (2.4) applies the only singularities of GL (Z; MQ, ..., M/_i) are branch- 
points or poles at z = 0 and oo. 

It will be observed that there is some degree of arbitrariness in the choice of the 
parameter u) and the integers MQ, MI, ..., M/_I. For example, from (2.1) we see that 

FM0+M) = (27r)-1e-z
Z

1-M^Gi1\z;Mo), (2.5a) 

but we equally well could write 

FM0+M) = (27r)-1e-zz1-Mo-^G^_1(z; M0 + 1). (2.5b) 

In the present paper, this ambiguity is resolved by requiring that u is always deter- 
mined by 

uJ = H2-tiu (2.6) 
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where ^ and /^ are defined in the next section. The functions G^ are closely 
related to the "generalized terminants" or "hyperterminants" introduced in [1,2], and 
some properties of the G^ follow directly from those of the Krn given in [1], Other 
properties are as follows. 

From (2.2) we have immediately 

G£')(Z;Mo,...!M/_1)= /     L-L G«Z1)(t;M1,...,Ml_1)dt, (2.7) 
Jo l  '  z 

when I > 1, and hence 

G<P(z;M0,...,Ml-1) = zM°+»j(t t
t

+i     G^1)(zt;M1,...,Ml_1)dt,       (2.8) 

provided that | ph^l < iyr. If we rotate the path in this integral through an angle 27r 
and subsequently replace z by ze"2™, then we obtain the continuation formula 

GW(*e-2"; Mo,..., M,-!) - G^(z; Mo,..., M^O 

= 2irie-(M°+^ie*zM°+«GilZ1)(ze-*i; Mj,... .M/^), (2.9) 

again valid when / ^ 1. 

An upper bound for G^ can be found from (2.2c) by use of (2.3) and the inequality 

\t + z\>\z\S(z), (2.10) 

where S(z) = 1 if |phz| ^ ^TT, and S(z) = |sin(phz)| if ^^\phz\< TT. Again, the 
integrals uncouple and we find that 

|g(')(,;Mo,...,M;_oi<r(M° + ^)r^-^);-;W-1 + H'-1^); {2A1) 
\z\o{z) 

valid when |phz| < TT and (2.4) applies. 
For the closed sector | ph2;| ^ TT we give the following estimate. 

Lemma 2.1. If MQ = \z\ +0(1), then as z -> oo in \ phz\ ^ TT 

G^feMo,...,^.!) 

= r(Mo + 3?a;)r(M1 - Sfej)...r(M/_1 + (-)z-1^)0(z-i), 

(2.12) 

uniformly for all positive integers I. 

Proof Let 6 be a constant such that 0 < 8 < TT. If | phz| < TT - 5, then S(z) ^ sin 6, 
and (2.12) is simply a weaker form of (2.11). 

Next, in consequence of (2.5a) and [9, (2.9)], we know that 

Gi;
1)feMo) = 0(e-l2UMo-1+^)=r(Mo + 5Ra;)(9(z-i), (2.13) 

which proves (2.12) for / = 1. 
Now suppose that / ^ 2 and 0 < phz < TT. On substituting into (2.2c) by means of 

the identity 

1 1 1 
{t + z)(ti +0      {t + *)(*! + e-^z)     fa + e-^z)^ + t) (2.14) 
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and using (2.26), we obtain 

G2)(z;Mo,...,Ml^) = G^(z;M0 + l)GilZ1)(e^iz;M1,...,Ml.1) 

poo poo e-t-ti ti-i^Afo+i^Mi-w .    ^M,_1-l + (-)'-lu; 

~ Jo     "Jo       (h + e-'^Xti + t)(*2 + ti)--- (tj-i + ti.2)   dtl~l'''dtldt' 

(2.15) 

Analytic continuation extends the validity of this result to the sector 0 < phz < 2IT. 

If we restrict 8 ^ phz ^ TT, then from (2.11) and (2.13) we obtain 

G£\z]M0 + l)G{lZl\e-*iz;Mu...,Ml-1) 

r(Mo 4-1 + UUJ)T{M1 - JRCJ) • • • r(M/_1 + (-)/-15Ra;) O(z-i) 

= r(Mo + Ka;)r(Mi - ULU) • • • r(Mj_i + (-)/-1^u;)0(z-*). 

The multiple integral in (2.15) may be estimated by analysis similar to that used to 
establish (2.11). We find that 

foo poo e-t-ti ^-i^Mo+w^Mi-w m m m ^Mz-i-l + C-)^-1^ 

' 1 l~1 -dti-i'-dtidt 
POO /»C 

JO JO (ti + e-^z)^ + t)(t2 + h) • • • (*/_! + ti_2) 

= r(Mo + 3Mr(Mi - ^) • • • r(M/_i + (-)z"1^)o(2-1), 

as z —* oo in 8 ^ ph z ^ 27r — (5. 
On substituting into (2.15) by means of the last two equations, we obtain (2.12) 

for 8 ^ ph z < TT. The proof of (2.12) for the sector —TT < ph z ^ — 8 is similar.    □ 

3. Integral representations for the original remainder terms 

As in [6], we may assume, without loss of generality, that the roots Ai, A2 of the 
characteristic equation 

A2 + /oA + 2o = 0 (3.1) 

satisfy 

A2 - Ai = 1. (3.2) 

Then equation (1.1) has unique solutions wi(z) and W2{z) such that as \z\ —± 00 

Wl(z)^e^zz^^2^-,    |phz|<-7r-«, (3.3a) 
s=0 

W2(z)~ex>zz^Y,(-)S^r>     -^ + 6^hz^-T-S; (3.3b) 
s=0 

here and subsequently, 8 denotes an arbitrary small positive constant. The exponents 
Hi and H2 are given by 

Mi=/iAi+0i, (3.4a) 

/i2 = -(/iA2+^i). (3.4b) 
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The coefficients are determined by ao,i = &o,2 = 1 and, when s ^ 1, 

-sa3ii = (s - /ii)(5 - 1 - /ii)as_i,i 
s 

+ 13 {Al^'+1 + Sj+i -(S-3- ^fj^s-j,!, (3.5a) 
i=i 

-sas^ = (s - fi2){s - 1 - 112)0*8-1,2 
s 

- 13HJ{A2/i+l +#+1 - (S - J - tJ>2)fj}as-j,2' 
j=l 

(3.5b) 

Other solutions of (1.1) include wi(ze~27ri) and ^(ze27™).   We assume that the 
coefficients Ci and C2 in the connection formulas 

Wl(z) = e^^w^ze-2™) + C1W2(z), (3.6a) 

W2(z) = e-27ri^W2(ze27ri) + C2^i(^), (3.6b) 

are known or can be calculated (see [7]). We also assume that Ci and C2 are nonzero.1 

The foregoing notation agrees with that of [6], except that we have replaced as^2 
by (—)sas?2- In [6], we also found it convenient to work with the functions 

Vl(z) = e-^z-^-VO*),     V2W = e-XlZz-fll-1w2(z), 

in place of the actual solutions Wi(z) and W2(z). For reasons of symmetry, we find it 
more convenient in the present paper to employ the pair 

u^z) = e-^z-^w^z), (3.7a) 

U2(z) = e-^7rieX2Zz-^W2(ze7ti), (3.7b) 

which we shall regard as the basic functions for equation (1.1). 
From (3.3) we obtain 

s=0   Z 

00 

^W-ETT' (3-8b) 
each of these expansions being valid when z —* oo in | ph z\ < fir — 5. In place of (3.6) 
we now have 

ui(z) = u^ze-2™) + 2wiKie-u'viezz"u2(ze-vi), (3.9a) 

"2(2) = M2(^e-2'ri) + 2mK2eu"viezz-uu1(ze-Ti), (3.9b) 

in which LU is defined as in (2.6) and 

K1 = (2ni)-1eUJ^Ci, (3.10a) 

#2 = -(27ri)-1C2. (3.10b) 

1If, for example, Ci = 0, then the expansion (3.3a) converges and can be handled quite differently; 
compare [6], §2, Remark (v). 
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We shall need the following transforms of Stieltjes type: 

miz) = K.z /     —L u2{t)dt - ±-. /        T^T^, (3.11a) 
Jp        t + z 27n Jpe-«i t{t - z) 

roc        tf-l-uj rpeni f.\ 

u2(z) = K2z /     i-i- mMdt - — /        T^rdt, (3.11b) 
Jo        t + z 27ri J   -m t(t - z) 

valid when \z\ > p and |ph2;| < TT. Here p is an arbitrary constant such that p > a, 
a being defined as in §1. In each of these equations, the path in the first integral is 
a straight line and in the second integral is an arc of the circle \t\ = p described in 
the positive sense. The proof is based on equations (3.9) and is similar to the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 of [6]. We omit the proof. 

Let R{ \Z]NQ) and IQ   (Z;NQ) denote the remainder terms when the expansions 
(3.8) are terminated after iVo terms, iVo being an arbitrary nonnegative integer; thus 

iVo-l 

*i(*)= E ^+40)(^o), (3.12a) 
s=o    z 

No-l 

Mz)= E ^f + ^V^o). (3.12b) 

If we substitute into (3.11) by means of the identities 

1      iN^\ ,jtY   (-)N° n\No 

t + z' z ^v   ;  \zj    '   t + z \zj     ' 
yo.x*jc\,j 

l          i^ftV      l   ft\No 

t-z—z^{-Z)
+t-Z[-z)     ' 

(3.13b) 

then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [6], we obtain the following integral representa- 
tions 

(3.14a) 

Ri0)(z;N0) = (_)^_l_y           ^^      u1{t)dt + e2{z;p;N0), (3.14b) 

when \z\ > p and | phz| < TT, where 

zl-No     rpe*1  fNo-1 
r,(~- n- NA —                      /                        nJArfi (3.15a) 

2^2     ype-7ri   t - Z 

zl-No     rpeni  J-NQ-I 

€2(z]p;No) =                                    U2(t)dt. 
2ni     Jpe-Ki   t - Z 

(3.15b) 

We note that the functions £1(2; p; iVo) and £2(2; p; iVo) are analytic on the annulus 
\z\ > p. Furthermore, if A denotes the closed annulus \z\ ^ p + 5, then 

ei(z;r,No), e2(z;p;No) = 0(pNoz-N°), (3.16a, b) 

where the O-term is uniform with respect to z £ A and all nonnegative integers iVo. 
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\t-\z\\=S 

\z\ 

z 

\t-\z\\=6 

FIGURE 3.1.   ^-plane.   Path V when       FIGURE 3.2.   ^-plane.   Path V when 
|2;| ^ p + 6 and 0 ^ ph z ^ TT. \Z\ ^ p 4- <5 and —TT < ph 2: < 0. 

We further note that the process of substituting into (3.11) by means of (3.13) also 
yields integral representations for the coefficients aSii and aSi2- From these represen- 
tations asymptotic expansions of as^ and aS)2 f

or large s can be constructed in inverse 
factorial series. This result appears as Theorem 2.1 in [6], and for later reference we 
record these expansions in the present notation: 

00 

as,i - (-m J2 aJ^s - 3 + ")> (3.17a) 
i=o 
00 

as,2 - {-)SK2 Y, o.^Tis -j- LJ). (3.17b) 
j=0 

The final step in this section is to modify the representations (3.14) in such a 
way that they include the phases phz = ±7T. This is achieved by restricting z G A 
and deforming the integration path by a semicircular indentation of radius 6 that is 
centered at \z\, and passes above \z\ when O^phz^Tr and below \z\ when — vr^phz < 0; 
see Figures 3.1 and 3.2. We denote the deformed path by V. Then by continuity we 
derive 

RW(Z;N0) = (-)N°n^      —— UiWdt + e^zwNo), (3.18a) 
Z    0 Jp t T" Z 

i40)(*;JVo) - (-)JVo^T / 
e~tf°~1~'au1{t)dt + e2(z;p;No), (3.18b) 

Z   0        J'p t -j- z 

valid when z G A and | ph z\ ^ TT. 

4.  Optimal expansions at level zero (Poincare's expansions) 

Throughout this section, we suppose that | ph2:| ^ TT. 

We seek to estimate and then optimize the remainder terms R^ '(z;No) and 

R^^NQ) that appear in (3.12) by permitting iVo to be a linear function of \z\. L2 
More precisely, we assume that 

No = Po\z\ + ao> (4.1) 

where /?o is a positive constant at our disposal and ao is bounded.2   Whatever the 
choice of /?o and ao, we assume throughout that \z\ is restricted in such a way that 

iVo^i-HSM. (4-2) 

2Typically, A^o = intf/JoN], so that -1< ao ^ 0. 
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This is obviously achieved if we restrict z £ AQ, where AQ is the closed annulus defined 
by 

M Ml + |SM - ao)/j0b, (43) 

ao being the lesser of 1 + |3?CJ| and liminf ao. 
In the representation (3.18a), we observe that because z G A, we have \t + z\ ^ 5 

everywhere on P. Since also ^(t) = O(l) as t —> oo, it follows that the contribution 
of the straight-line segments of V is estimated by 

/ + / —— u2(t)dt = T(N0 + SL;)0(1), (4.4) 
\Jp J\z\+8j * + * 

uniformly with respect to z £ A fl AQ. On the semicircular arc we have 

/ ^ u2(t)dt = 0{e-l2l(|z| + 5)^0-1+^^ (45) 

J\z\-6 tJrZ 

also uniformly on A fl AQ. On referring to (4.1) and applying Stirling's formula, we 
see that 

r(7Vo + 3M 
e-W^e-^y^z-zOiX) = 0(^-5), 

uniformly on A fl AQ . The last step follows from the observation that J3Q 
0 e  ^0 ^ e  1 

for all positive values of /^Q. Accordingly, on combining (4.4) and (4.5) we have 

r   p—tj.jNo — l-\-uj 

H^T^T Jv      t + z      Mt)dt = nN0 + 3MO(s1-"<,)> (4-6) 

uniformly on A fl AQ. 

The other contribution to R\ \Z] NQ) in (3.18a), namely £i(z;p;iVo), is estimated 
by (3.16). Obviously, this contribution, too, may be absorbed into the right-hand side 
of (4.6). We therefore have proved that 

R<?\z;No) = r(No + ^O^1"^0), (4.7) 

and, hence, 

R^iziNo) = (^oe-^)l2l0(^+^), (4.8) 

uniformly on A fl AQ in both instances. And, in the same circumstances, we have, by 
symmetry, 

R^(z; NQ) = T(No - $1(J)0(Z
1
-

NQ
) = (pfre-^MO^-*"). (4.9) 

The estimates (4.8) and (4.9) apply for any value of the positive constant /?o, but 
they are minimal when /3o = 1. Then letting z —> oo we arrive at the main result of 
this section: ifz-^oo in | phz| ^ TT and NQ = \z\ + 0(1), then 

R^\z;No) = 0(e-lzUi+^), (4.10a) 

40)(^;iVo) = 0(e-l'zlzi-Sw). (4.10b) 
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Remark. The estimates (4.10) can also be obtained by setting m — 0 in Theorem 
2.2 of [6]. Indeed, in this way we find that they can be improved to 

R^iz-Nv) - ^(e-Wz®"), (4.11a) 

RW(z;N0) = 0(e-l*lz-*w). (4.11b) 

We have included the analysis of this section for the following reasons. First, we wanted 
to show that /3o = 1 is optimal by analysis of the remainder terms instead of the more 
usual analysis of the actual terms. Secondly, we need some of the intermediate results 
later. Thirdly, with a method similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1, with / = 2, we can 
obtain (4.11) directly from the integral representations (3.18). 

5. Level one (exponentially-improved expansions) 

Throughout this section, we suppose that |phz| ^ TT and that p and 6 are chosen to 
satisfy p — 8 > a. 

In (3.126), replace z by t and NQ by another arbitrary nonnegative integer Ni. On 
substituting the result into (3.18a), we obtain 

dt 
Z 0_n JV 

S=0 -" ' + * 

+ i-)N0-wh /  —TZ I^\t;Nx)dt + e1{zMy,NQ), (5.1) 
Kx        f   e-ttNo-l+u, 

lv 
valid when z £ A. To ensure convergence of all integrals that appear below, we restrict 
the choice of iVg and iVi by condition (4.2) and also 

NUNQ - Ni > 1 + \%ILJ\. (5.2a, b) 

When z G A, we may deform the integration path in (2.2b) into the union of V 
and the interval [0,p] (thereby making (2.26) valid when | phz| ^ TT). On substituting 
into (5.1) by means of this result, we obtain 

K     iVl~1 

40)(*;7V0) = (-)^^L_ £ asaGS\z-NQ-s)+R(?){z]NQ,N1),      (5.3) 
Z s=0 

where 

T-i   Ai     Y^ „      /   e   z  dt 
t + z 

s=0 
R^(z;N0,N1) = (-)^-^ZT^asJ 

+ (-)No^h / —TZ R^^N^dt + eriz-^-^o),      (5.4) 
Z   u       J'p Z ~r Z 

again valid when z G A. 
Equation (5.3) is the desired re-expansion of iQ '(z; NQ). We now seek to optimize 

the new remainder term Ri.(z;No,Ni) by assuming that (4.1) applies and also that 

Wi=/JiM + <*i, (5-5) 

where /?i G (0,/?o) is another constant at our disposal and ai is bounded. The con- 
ditions (4.2) and (5.2) are satisfied when z G Ai, where Ai is an unbounded closed 
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annulus centered at the origin and of sufficiently large radius; compare (4.3).  Obvi- 
ously, Ai C AQ. 

We first observe that we cannot use the uniform estimates (4.9) for R® (z; NQ) to 
estimate the integral along V on the right-hand side of (5.4). This is because (4.9), 
with z = t and NQ = Ni, does not apply to all values of t on V. Instead, we substitute 
into this integral by means of (3.14b), with z, p, ATQ, and t replaced by £, p — 8, Ni, 
and ti, respectively. This yields 

+ 5{1)(^;iVo,JVi), (5.6) 

where 

m ,r    ,    K,     ^1 rP e-ttNo-s-l+uj 
dt 

s=0 

+ (-)
NO

7N^I /  —r-—e2(t;p-6',N1)dt + e1(z;P;N0), 

(5.7) 

again valid when z G Ai. 
We first estimate S^   (z; iVo, Ni). To begin with, we have from (3.17b) 

as^ = N^1r(N1-^u)0(l), 

uniformly for s =.0,1,... ,iVi - 1 and all integers iVi that satisfy (5.2a). Next, since 
iVo - JVi 4- ^ ^ iYo - s - 1 + Sfto; < NQ - 1 + Sfo;, it follows that 

rP p-t/No-s-l+w 

I -^Tz—* = 0(^0*-1). (5-8) 
uniformly for s = 0,1,..., iVi — 1 and z G A D Ai, where pi = max(p, 1). Hence, for 
the sum on the right-hand side of (5.7), we have 

„ iVi-1 ~p ^,iV0_s_1_{_Ct; 

i-^ZW^i E «..2 /        \, „       dt = p^z-X'T^ - ^)0{l\       (5.9) ^ Eas.2 / 
uniformly on A Pi Ai. 

For the second term on the right-hand side of (5.7), we note that from (3.16b) 

e2(t\p-6iN{) = {p-8)NH-NiO{l)CO(pNH-N% (5.10) 

uniformly for t in the annulus \t\ ^ p and all nonnegative integers iVi. Then, by use 
of analysis similar to that used to establish (4.6), we obtain 

Z   u        J "p T -j- Z 

(5.11) 

uniformly on A fl Ai. 
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The remaining term in (5.7) is estimated directly by (3.16a). In consequence, it 
may be absorbed into the right-hand side of (5.9). We may combine the foregoing 
results into the following form: 

S[1\z;No^N1) = {p^r(N1-^)^pN'r(N0-N1+Uuj)}0(z1-NQ),        (5.12) 

uniformly on A D Ai. 
We now turn our attention to the double integral in (5.6). In the inner integral, we 

have |*i +1\ ^ \t\ when t e V; also u^h) = 0(1). Hence, 

/ 

oo   ^-ii^iVi-l-o; 

mitjdt! = r^rXiVi - 3k;)0(i), 
6     ri .. u ^^   _ +-1T 

uniformly for t G P. Accordingly, we have 

{_)NQ+NIKYK2   I    /      e_t e_J1 Ul{tl)dtldt 

- r(7Vo - Ni + ^a;)r(A^1 - SRa;)^^1"^0), (5.13) 

uniformly on A D Ai; compare again the derivation of (4.6). 
Let us now compare (5.12) with (5.13). It easily is seen that as a consequence of 

(4.1), (5.2), and (5.5), each of the ratios 

oNo oNi Pl P (5.14) 
r(A^o - m + KCJ) '     ^(A^1-SRu;), 

is bounded on A fl Ai.  In consequence, the estimate (5.12) for S[ ^(z^No^Ni) may 
be absorbed into (5.13). We therefore have proved that 

RW&NoiNx) = r(N0 - TVx + sRcc;)r(Ar1 - ^O^1"^0), (5.15) 

uniformly on A fl Ai. 
If we substitute into (5.15) by means of (4.1) and (5.5) and let z —> oo, then with 

the aid once again of Stirling's formula, we find that 

M1)(^;iVo,iV1) = {(/?o-/?i)/3o-Ae-^-^)}|z|(/3f1e-^)|2|(!7(l).        (5.16) 

This estimate is minimal when 0o — Pi = 1 and /3i = 1, that is, when iVo = 2\z\ + 0(1) 
and Ni = \z\ + O(l), and it becomes 

R[1\z;No,N1) = 0(e-2^). (5.17) 

By analysis similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can sharpen the estimate (5.17) by 
a factor z~ 2, as follows. When | ph z\ ^TT — 5, we may use the inequality \t+z\ ^ \z\ sin 6 
in place of \t + z\ ^ 6 in (5.13) to replace the term 0(z1~No) on the right-hand side by 
0(z~No). When <5<± ph^^TT, we substitute by means of (2.14) and the corresponding 
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form of (2.14) when e'^z is replaced by e^z. This yields 

1       Ui(ti)dtidt II Jv Jo V Jp-S t + z h+t 

 ^r-^—Ui{ti)dtidt 
Jo  Jp-6        * + * h+e^z 

oo   e_^jVo-iVi+a; ^t^^-l-uj 
1 ui(ti)dtidt. 

Jv Jo lvJp-8   h+e^z h+t 

The first term on the right-hand side can be estimated with the aid of (2.13). Moreover, 
the resulting estimate for this term is found to dominate those for the second and third 
terms. Thus, we have 

rsNo+nKiKl /   /      ^J ^Ji mitjdhdt 1    ' Z»o-lJvJp_s t + Z h+t Ui; 

= r(N0-Nl + Slu>)T(N1-9tu)0{zl-No), 

(5.18) 

when 6 ^ ± ph z < TT and, hence, also when | ph z\ ^ TT; compare the second sentence of 
this paragraph. The other term in (5.6), namely S^iz; No,Ni),is absorbable in this 
new estimate because the ratios (5.14) are certainly 0(z~i) as z ->■ oo. Accordingly, 
we arrive at the main result of this section: ifz —»• oo m|phz|<7r andNo = 2|2!|+0(1), 
JVi = \z\ + 0(1), then 

R^(z;N0,N1) = O(e-2^z-i). (5.19) 

By symmetry, in the same circumstances, we have 

is     iVl"1 

^.^^(.yvo.^ Yl asiGMfrNo-^ + lgHziNoM, (5.20) 
Z   0 s=0 

where 

R£)(z;No,N1) = 0{e-2Wz-i). (5.21) 

Remark (i). This result is similar to Theorem 2.2 of [6]. However, there is a sig- 
nificant difference. In [6], we truncated each of the expansions (3.12) at (or near) 
its smallest term and then re-expanded the remainder term in the form (5.3). In the 
present notation, this sets po = 1. With this constraint, the error terms Ri\z] NQ.NI) 

and R!£\Z;NO,NI) are optimized when ft = |; compare (5.16). In full, we have 
jV0 = \z\ + 0(1), iVi = §|s| + 0(1) and 

fl^teJVo.Ni),    41)teNo,N1) = 0(2-Me-M). (5.22a, b) 

As expected, these estimates are weaker than (5.19) and (5.21). In other words, it 
is more accurate to continue the expansions (3.12) beyond their smallest terms, in 
fact, to take as many terms again and then re-expand the remainder in series of G±UJ 
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functions (or equivalently Fp functions) until we reach the vicinity of the smallest term 
of the re-expanded series. 

Remark (ii). It should be noted that in sharpening the estimate (5.17) into (5.19), 
we needed the condition NQ — Ni = \z\ 4- 0(1) in order to be able to estimate 

Gw (z;No — Ni + 1) by means of (2.13). To put this another way, the sharpening 
does not become available until the original estimate (5.16) has been optimized. 

6. Level two 

Throughout this section, we suppose that | ph.z\ ^ TT and p — 25 > a. 

Our purpose is to re-expand R[ (Z^NQ^NI) and i4 (Z^NQ^NI), and we proceed 
in a manner analogous to the two preceding sections. We substitute into (5.6) by 
means of (3.12a) and (3.14a), with z, p, NQ, and t replaced by ti, p — 28, A^, and £2, 
respectively, and refer to (2.2c) with I = 2, MQ = NQ - Nu Mi = Ni - s. Again, N0, 
iVi, iV2 are arbitrary integers. These substitutions are certainly valid when (4.2) and 
(5.2) apply, and also 

N2l N1-N2^1 + ISM- (6-la> b) 

We arrive at 

Z s=0 

+ R?)(z;N0,N1,N2), (6.2) 

where 

ZN0- 

JvJP-sJP-2S (* + «)(*l+<)(*2+tl) 

+ s{2)(z;N0,N1,N2) (6.3) 

and 

^(,;iVo,iV1^2) = (-)Ar^-1|^x 

^2-1 /    op    poo       n     pp-6 \     -t—txj.No—Ni+wj.Ni-s—l-uj 

* E -.. (I I + XI    ) (TMSTi) ** 

+ s[1)(z;No,N1), (6.4) 

valid when z G A; compare (5.6) and (5.7). 
Again, following the analysis of §§4 and 5, we seek to estimate, and then optimize, 

the new remainder term R[2
'(Z; NO,NI,N2), by setting 

No = 0o\z\ + ao,    N1=p1\z\ + a1,    N2 = foW + 012, (6.5) 
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where po, Pi, P2 are constants such that 0 < fa < Pi < 0o and ao, ai, a2 are bounded. 
We restrict z G A2, where A2 is an unbounded closed annulus centered at the origin 
and of radius sufficiently large to ensure that the conditions (4.2), (5.2), and (6.1) are 
fulfilled. Thus, A2 C Ai C AQ. 

We first observe that 

as,i /    / 
Jo  Jo 

g-t-ti^No-iVi+w^i-s-l-o; 
 ; — ^^ dtidt 

(* + z)(*i+t) 

= r(5i)r(JVi - s - 1 - »6;)pJVo-iVlO(l), (6.6) 

where si = max(s + Jto;, 1), uniformly for z G A n A2 and s = 0,1,..., ./V2 — 1.  If 
5 + Ku; < 1, then 

r(s1)r(A^i - s - 1 - 3M < r(JVi - 1 - 5^), (6.7a) 

whereas if s + 5?a; ^ 1, then3 

r(51)r(Ar1-s-i_^)^r(Ar1-i). (6.7b) 

With the aid, also, of (6.1b), we conclude that 

N2-l op   poo    -t-t1j.No-N1+ujj.Ni-s-l-(jj 

as,i I     ' 1 

s=0 

(6.8) 

Eo.,i/    / (f,    w,   '  v dt1dt = pN°-NiT(N1 + \^\)0(l), 
rzi        Jo  Jo (t + z)(ti+t) 

uniformly on A n A2. The rest of the analysis is similar to that of §5, and there is no 
need to enter into all the details. Corresponding to (5.12) and (5.15), we find that 

S[2)(z; JVb, JVi,N2) = {p^-^IXJV! + |3iw|) +pfir(iVo -N1+ ^)T(N2 + $tuj) 

+ pN2T(N0 -Ni + Mcu^iN! -N2- SRw)}e»(^1-Aro) + Si1 )(z; N0, NJ, 

(6.9) 

and 

R^\z;N0,N1,N2) 

= r(Aro -Ni + 3fJw)r(iV1 -N2- $IOJ)T(N2 + Ka;)e>(01-JVo), 

(6.10) 

uniformly on A fl A2 in both equations. 
On substituting into the last result by means of (6.5), we obtain 

R?\z;No,N1,N2)={(f3o-lh)fh-01efll-*>y'1 x 

x {(ft -/fl2)'3'-Aeft-ft}|z|(^e-ft)l*lO(«-i+»-), (6.11) 

uniformly on A Pi A2 and, in particular, as z —> 00. The minimizing choice is given 
by I3O-I3I= 01-02 = fa = 1, that is, 0o = 3, 0i = 2, /?2 = 1. The corresponding 
estimate for it^   (^iNo,Ni,N2) is obtained by replacing UUJ by —Jfu;.   Again, with 

3In deriving (6.7b), we have used the inequality r(x)r(y) ^ r(a: + y) when x,y ^ 1; see, e.g., [8, 
Chapter 2, §1.6]. 
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these choices for /?o, A, A? we can sharpen the minimal estimates with a factor z~^; 
compare (5.17) and (5.19). Thus we have the main result of this section: if z —► oo in 
|ph£|^7r andiVo = 3|2:| + 0(l), iVi =2\z\ + 0{l), N2 = \z\ + 0(1), ttcn 

R?\z;No,NuN2) = 0(e-3l2l^-1+^) (6.12a) 

R^)(z]No1NuN2) = 0(e-3^z-1-^). (6.12b) 

7.  General levels 

The pattern of resubstituting into the successive remainder terms now is clear, and 
the general results can be written down by inspection and verified by induction. To 
facilitate the statement of the final theorems, we introduce the following notation 
pertaining to the parity of I: vi = 0 or 1, according as / is even or odd. 

Theorem 7.1. Let I be an arbitrary nonnegative integer and NQ, NI, ..., Ni be 
integers such that 

N^fylzl + aj,    j = 0,l,...,Z, (7.1) 

in which the (3 's are constants that satisfy 

0< fr <&-!<>-< fo (7.2) 

and the a's are bounded as \z\ —> oo.  Then 

s=0 s=0 

+ {~) zNo-l X 

x ]r as^^G^iz]NQ-NU...,N^ - Mi-i,JVz-i - s) 
s=0 

+ R[l)(z;No,Nu...,Nl), (7.3a) 

S=0 5=0 

+ (-) No+N1+-+Nl-1 
Al A2 

Ni-1 

x J2 as^G^l^No -Nu... ,iVz_2 - JVz-i, JV/.i - 5) 
s=0 

+ I%)(z;N(hNu...,Nl) (7.3b) 
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and as z —> oo in | ph z\ ^ ir, 

R!{)(z',No,Nu...,Nl) 

■i=o 

(i8f'c-A)|z|O(^*(1"0+,/|+lRw), 

(7.4a) 

I%)frN<hNu...,Nl) 
1-1 

j=0 

(7.4b) 

In Theorem 7.1, the remainder terms ij^ and R^ are not optimized. Optimization 
is achieved on setting Pj = I +1 - j, j = 0,1,..., I or, equivalently, iV, = (/ + 1 - j)N, 
where N = \z\ 4- 0(1). This yields: 

Theorem 7.2. Le£ 

(I+1)JV-1 

s=0 i=i 
(/+l-j)iV-l 

Z(l+1)N-1 
X 

x       ^       a8>i+I/iG^(z;^,...,iV,(Z + 2-j)^-«) 
s=0 

D(0 + 4/)(z;G + l)iV,/iV,...,Ar), (7.5a) 

y+i)jv-i 

^2 w=  E  T^+B-)1 |JO'+1+2Z)N^1 
lU-Vj)  Tfltt + Vj) 'K 

Z(l+1)N-1 
X 

s=0 ~ j=l 

(Z+l-j)iV-l 
x       ^       as,2_,J.G^(^;Ar,...,iV,(/ + 2-j)iV-5) 

s=0 

+ ^)(^;(/ + l)iV,/iV,...,iV), 

i^/iere A^ = |z| +0(1).  Then, as z-> oo in \phz\ ^TT, 

RV){z. {i + i)^,/^,... ,iV) = ^(c-C+DI'Iz-i^+i^), 

4Z)(z; (/ + l)iV, W,..., N) = 0(c-P+i)l*U-i'-^i^). 

(7.5b) 

(7.6a) 

(7.6b) 

Remark (i). When | phz| ^ TT - 6, we can improve the estimates (7.6) by a factor 
z~s for all values of I: we have only to retrace the analysis with the contour V freed 
from the indentations indicated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and apply the inequality (2.10). 

Remark (ii). Each time the level Z increases by unity, the number of terms at each 
previous level in the expansions (7.3) increases by \z\ (approximately). In Remark (i) 
at the end of §5, we indicated how to optimize the remainder term at level 1 whilst 
constraining the number of terms at level 0 to be \z\. It transpired that ±\z\ terms are 
needed at level 1. This process may be continued. If we leave unchanged the number 
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of terms at levels 0 and 1, then ^\z\ terms are needed at level 2 and so on, until we 
reach 2~l\z\ terms at level /. Furthermore, the remainder terms then satisfy 

R^(Z; N0, NU ..., JVj) = o^Me-M^a-O+^+i^)} (7.7a) 

R{
2
l)(z; No, Nl7..., iVi) = 0(2-L^e'-^z^1-^"/l^ffiu), (7.7b) 

where L = 2 - 21~l. We observe immediately that L < 2 for all values of /; in 
consequence the overall exponential improvement is limited to a factor e-7'2', where 
7 = l + 21n2 = 2.386.... 

The pattern of remainder terms just described was discovered by Berry and Howls 
[1] in a related problem. Some further observations on their paper will be found in 
the concluding section §11. 

8. Numerical stability 

Theorem 7.2 is an elegant result. Its essential message is that we can generate a 
relative error term whose asymptotic estimate for large \z\ contains a factor e-^4"1^'2', 
/ being an arbitrary nonnegative integer, by taking (approximately) (/ + 1)|^| terms 
in the original Poincare expansion, l\z\ terms in the first level re-expansion and so on, 
ending with \z\ terms at the Zth level. Furthermore, the coefficients of the auxiliary 
functions G±UJ at successive levels alternate between the sets of coefficients in the 
original Poincare expansions. In applications, however, there is a potential source of 
weakness. After we pass beyond the smallest term at any level, succeeding terms at 
that level grow rapidly. If any rises in absolute value well above unity (unity being 
the order of magnitude of ui(z) and U2(z)), then severe cancellation will take place in 
summing the series (7.3) numerically, rendering the whole process unstable. 

In order to demonstrate, and then overcome, this instability, we revert to Theorem 
7.1 and permit the constants /?o, A, • • •, Pi to be arbitrary, subject to (7.2). 

Consider first the sum at the zeroth level for ui(z). From (3.17a), we have 

tts,i ~ (-)sKir(s + LJ),    s —> oo. 

Accordingly (as we already know), as s increases, |a55iz
_s| decreases until s = \z\, 

approximately, and it then increases unboundedly. For s = NQ — 1 we have 

atfo-M - H^K^iNo - 1 + LJ) (8.1) 

and, hence, by application of (7.1) and Stirling's formula, 

Ko-u^-^l ^ constant  x (^)Wc-^Nz-i+^. (8.2) 

This estimate obviously exceeds, or is less than, unity, according as /3o0e~^0 ^ 1, that 
is, A) ^ e. 

Next, consider level 1. We have 

G^(z;M0) = r(Mo + Sw)O(l), (8.3) 

as z —> oo in | ph z\ ^ TT, uniformly for all values of MQ that satisfy MQ + |!ftu;| ^ 1. This 
result may be proved by the method used to establish (4.6). With the aid of (3.17b), 
we see that 

asiG^Hz; N0-s) = r{max(s - Mu, l)}T(No - s + Hw)0(l), (8.4) 
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uniformly for s = 0,1,..., iVi - 1. From (7.1) and (8.1), we observe that at s = 0 this 
estimate equals aNo-hlO(z). As s increases, the right-hand side of (8.4) decreases 
until s = ^iVo, approximately, and then grows. Moreover, at s = iVi - 1 we obtain 

a^-uGMfrNo - m + 1) = r(iV1 - 1 - ®u;)T(N0 - JVi + 1 + 3iu>)0(l) 

and hence by use of (7.1) and Stirling's formula 

aNl-1,2GW{z:Xo - Xi + D^1"^ - ^'^'^(l), (^) 

where 

Since A) -/?i and /3i are both less then /?o, we have h < ^0. Accordingly, the estimate 
(8.5) is asymptotically small compared with (8.2). 

At higher levels 

G^iz-, No - Nu ..., Ni-2 - Nt-uNi-! - s) 

= T(No - iVi + Sfo) • • • T(Ni-2 - Wi-i + (-)/~2^) x 

x r^-i - 5 + (-)z-15Ra;)0(l), (8.6) 

as ^ -> oo in |phz| ^ TT, uniformly for s E [0,iVj - 1]. As in the case of (8.3), this 
result may be proved by the method used to establish (4.6), (5.13), and (6.10). Armed 
with this estimate, we may show that the behavior of the terms at each level follows a 
similar pattern. The first term is within a factor 0(z) of the last term at the previous 
level. As s increases the terms at level / decrease to a minimum at s = |^-i, 
approximately, and then grow in magnitude. Moreover, whether or not the series at 
this level is terminated at this minimum, as long as 0 < fa < /3/-i, the last term is 
asymptotically small compared with lajVo-M^1-   0I- 

A similar analysis applies to the expansion (7.3b); basically we have only to replace 
$lu; by -$tu; throughout. We therefore conclude: whatever the value of the constants 
Pi, fa,--, Pi, as lon9 as (7-2) aPPlies> the summation of the series (7.3) is numerically 
stable or unstable according as fio^e. 

In the remaining case, given by /?o = e, the growth (if any) of ajvo-i.i*1" 0 arid 

ajVo-1,2^1"^0 is algebraic rather than exponential; compare (8.2). Accordingly, we 
may say that the summation of (7.3) is weakly unstable, in the sense that any numerical 
cancellation that takes place will not be catastrophic in nature. 

On returning to Theorem 7.2, we note that /3o = I + 1. Hence, Theorem 7.2 leads 
to a stable summation procedure only when I = 0 or 1, that is, when the series (7.3) 
are terminated at the zeroth or first level. 

When / ^ 2 we need to modify the optimization of the remainder term in order to 
maintain stability. This means that with fo = e we need to minimize 

Lj=o 

compare (7.4). It is easily verified that this minimum occurs when 

fii = lJfirre>  i = i.2.-.i. 

and it equals (I + 1)" 
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We may summarize the findings of this section as follows: 

Theorem 8.1 (Numerically stable expansion). Assume the notation of Theorem 7.1 
and that 1^2. If 

l + l-j NJ = " l + 1
Je\z\ + 0(l),    j=0,l,...,Z, (8.7) 

then as z —► oo in | ph z\ ^ TT 

I#\z;No,Nu...,Nl) = 0{(l + l)-eWzK1-»+Vl+^}, (8.8a) 

R(
2
l\z; iVo, Nu • • •, iVz) = 0{(Z + ij-^lz^1-')-^1^}. (8.8b) 

Remark. When / ^ 2 the overall exponential improvement yielded by Theorem 8.1 
is less than that yielded by Theorem 7.2, especially when / > 3. On the other hand, 
fewer terms are needed in the expansions (7.3). 

9. Example 

We take as example the differential equation 

d2w      ,1       sdw       1 „ , 

satisfied by e^zK^{\z) and e^K^ze'™), where K§ is the modified Bessel function. 
The values of Ai, A2, //1, /X2, and UJ are found to be Ai = 0, A2 = 1, [i\ = H2 — —\i 
and u = 0. The basic functions ^1(2), ^2(2?) and the coefficients as 1, as 2 are given 
by4 

ui(z) = U2(z) = 7r~^zieizKo(z/2) 

and 

a8,i = as,2 = (-)5 ^ ^, (9.2) 

and the coefficients Ki and K2 in the connection formulas (3.10) are known to be 

Kl=K2=7r-i. 

see, for example, [8], Chapter 7, §§4, 8, or we can take the limit as s —> 00 in (3.17) 
above, using (9.2). 

For illustration, we take z = 20. The squares in Figure 9.1 are the plot of the 
logarithm to base 10 of the absolute value of each term in the expansions (7.3) against 
its ordinal number.5 

For / = 0 we set TYQ = 20, which terminates the original asymptotic expansions 
(3.8) at (or very nearly at) their smallest term. For I = 1 we set TVo = 40, iVi = 20, 
and for I = 2 we set iVo = 60, iVi = 40, N2 = 20. As expected, in the case I = 2 
a few of the terms rise above unity in magnitude, indicating some instability in the 
summation. For / = 3 (not shown in the diagram) the instability would be much more 
severe. 

4Another solution of (9.1) is e'2zIo(^z), where IQ is the other modified Bessel function. Although 

7r'2e:2zlQ(^z) has the same form of asymptotic expansion as — iir~2 e2zKo(^ze~'*t), it should be 

noted that it cannot be taken as W2(z) because 71-2 e^210^z) is not a recessive solution of (9.1) in 

the sector ^TT + 8 ^ ph z ^ §7r — 6 (or for that matter in any sector). 
5The terms were computed by the methods given in the Appendix of [1]. 
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FIGURE 9.1. Magnitudes of the terms in the three hyperasymptotic expansions. 

The curve indicated by the triangles shows the modification of the case I = 2 
consequent upon using the numerically stable form of expansion furnished by Theorem 
8.1. We take iVo = 54, iVi = 36, N2 = 18. In this expansion all terms are below unity 
in magnitude, but as expected the final accuracy is slightly less; see Table 9.1. 

Next, the curve indicated by the circles is for the case 1 = 2, with NQ = 20, iVi = 10, 
N2 = 5. This corresponds to optimization with a fixed number of terms at each level. 

level approximation exact-approx. N0 N, N2 

0 
1 
2 

0.988139270254112817375114072700 
0.988139270438649159234772899885 
0.988139270438649159268429546441 

1.8xl0-10 

3.4xl0-20 

6.1 xlO"30 

20 
40 
60 

20 
40 20 

0 
1 
2 

0.988139270254112817375114072700 
0.988139270438649159234772899885 
0.988139270438649159268429546437 

l.SxlO-10 

3.4xl0-20 

l.OxlO-29 

20 
40 
54 

20 
36 18 

0 
1 
2 

0.988139270254112817375114072700 
0.988139270438649118161993331991 
0.988139270438649159281542952765 

1.8X10-10 

4.1xl0-18 

-1.3xl0-20 

20 
20 
20 

10 
10 5 

exact 0.988139270438649159268429546447 0 

TABLE 9.1. Hyperasymptotic approximations to TT   ^z2e^zKo(^z) 
for z = 20. 
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As we noted in Remark (ii) at the end of §7, when continued to higher levels the last 
term can never be less than about e-20(1+21n2) =2 x KT21. This is approximately 
108 times as large as the last term in the other two expansions with I = 2. 

Lastly, we observe that the pattern of growth depicted by all the curves in Figure 
9.1 is exactly that predicted in §8 for the general case. 

10.  Extensions of the regions of validity 

The region of validity supplied by Theorems 7.1, 7.2, and 8.1 is the closed sector 
\phz\ ^ TT. Values of the analytic continuation of Wi(z) and W2{zeKi) for any other 
value of ph z can be calculated by repeated application of the connection formulas 
(3.6) or (3.9). Nevertheless, it is of some interest to ascertain whether the region of 
validity in Theorems 7.2 and 8.1 can be extended beyond phz = ±7r, especially as an 
extension to | ph2:| ^ fyr - 8 was supplied in [6] for the unoptimized case at level 1. 
We shall show in this section that such extensions can be made at all levels, although 
at the cost of weakening the asymptotic estimates of the remainder terms. We shall 
achieve this by constructing continuation formulas for the remainder terms. 

From (3.9) and (3.12) we derive 

(10.1) 
M0)(z;iVo) -B^\ze-2^NQ) = u^z) - Ml(^-2«) 

=  2TriK1e-"*iezzOJU2(ze-Ti). 

If TT < phz < §7r and N0 = \z\ + 0(1), then from (4.11a) we have 

^0)(ze-2w«; JVo) = 0(e-^z^), (10.2) 

whereas from (3.8b) 

2iriK1e-
umiezz"u2(ze-7ri) = 0(ezz^). (10.3) 

Hence, 

Similarly, 

4V; TVo) = 0{ezz*»),     TT < ph* < ^TT - & (10.4a) 

40)(^;^o) = 0(e^-Rw),    7r^ph^7r-<5. (10.4b) 

Accordingly, the exponential improvement supplied by (4.11) deteriorates gradually 
as we pass beyond phz = TT and disappears altogether as we approach phz = §7r. 

At the next level, we have from (5.3) 

fl^iVo,^) - ^{ze-^N^Ni) = R^(z;No)-R^(ze-M;N0) 

K     ^ 
+ H

;VO
-

1
-^T E ^2{G^{z;N0-s)-G^{ze-^;N0-s)}. 

s=0 

(10.5) 
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From (10.1) and (3.12b), with z and TVo replaced by ze-7™ and iVi, respectively, we 
obtain 

R^&No) - R^ize-^No) = 2mK1e^
iriezz^\   ^ (-)s^ + ^(ze-™M) \. 

s=0 

Also, from (2.9) with I = 1 and MQ = NQ - S, and using (2.2a), we have 

iVi-l 
^i 

iVi-l 

s=0 

= 27riK1e-
UJ7TiezzUJ J^ (" 

On substituting into (10.5) by means of the last two equations, we find that 

R^\z]No,N1)-R^\ze-2vUNoiN1) = 2mK1e'
uviezzuR^\ze-vi',Ni). (10.6a) 

Once again, by symmetry 

R{
2
1\z]No,Nl)-R{

2
1\ze-2™;No,N1) = 27riK2e

u™ezz-"Ri°){ze-7ri-,N1).   (10.6b) 

Suppose that TT ^ phz ^ 27r, A^o = 2\z\ + 0(1) and iVi = \z\ + O(l). Then from 
(5.19) we have 

i^O^-^JVo,^!) = 0(e-2l*U-i), (10.7) 

and from (4.11b) 

2'KiK1e-"*iezzUJR{
2\ze-'Ki',N1) = (9(e2-|zi). (10.8) 

Combination of (10.6a), (10.7), and (10.8) yields 

fl^s; A^o, iVi) = 0{ez-\z\),     TT < phz ^ 27r. (10.9) 

Next, if27r<ph^^|7r-^andAro = 2|^| + 0(1), Ni = 1^1 + 0(1), then (10.7) continues 
to apply, but from (10.4b) we see that the right-hand side of (10.8) is replaced by 0(1). 
Accordingly, 

R^\z] iVo, iVi) = 0(1),    27r < phz < ^TT - (5. (10.10) 

By similar analysis we may show that the estimates (10.7), (10.9), and (10.10) also 

apply to the remainder term iQ   (z5 ^o? Ni) in the same ranges of pha;. 
The process may be continued to higher levels and also to negative values of phz. 

With the aid of (2.9), (3.9), and (7.3), the generalizations of (10.6) may be verified to 
be 

R{l\z')NQ,Nu...,Nl)-R({){ze-2*i-NQ,Nu...,Nl) 

= 27riK1e-
UJ7riezzUJR^-1)(ze-7ri- N^N^..., Ni) 

(10.11a) 
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and 

I%\z]No,N1,...,Nl)-R%)(ze-2*i-,No,N1,...,Nl) 

= 2mK2euviezz-uR^1\ze'vi; NuN^..., Ni). 

(10.11b) 

Then by induction we may establish the following result. 

Theorem 10.1. If k = 0,1,..., Z, then as z —> oo in kir < | ph z\ < (k + l)7r, ^Zie 
remainder terms in Theorem 7.2 satisfy 

R{l\z; (I + 1)JV, IN,...,N) = ©(e^'+^-'-^l'Izi^-O+^+i^),     (10.12a) 

40(z; (/ + 1)7V, IN,...,N) = o(et'kZ+VG-l-1Mz^k-l)-''l+1*UJ).    (10.12b) 

i4feo, if z ^ oo in (I + l)7r ^ | ph^| ^ (/ + |)7r — (5, ^Aen 

R^iz; (I + l)iV,ZJV,..., N) = 0(e^lZzl/l+1^UJ)1 (10.13a) 

R(
2
l)(z; (I + 1)N,IN, ...,N) = Ofe"1*1^-"1*1**"). (10.13b) 

Remark. The sector of validity of Theorem 8.1 can also be extended in a similar 
manner. However, because the estimates (8.8) involve the factor exp{—e\z\ ln(l + 1)} 
instead of the more powerful factor exp{—(I + 1)|^|}, the increase is more restrictive. 
We shall not enter into details. 

11.  Conclusions 

There are several points of similarity between this paper and the paper of Berry and 
Howls [1]. Thus the same hyperterminants appear in the expansions, and the coeffi- 
cients of these hyperterminants are related to the coefficients at the lowest level. There 
are significant differences, however. In the first place, the theory in [1] is purely for- 
mal: it is based on Dingle's re-expansions of remainder terms using Borel summation 
and a "resurgence formula", also due to Dingle [3]. Secondly, the asymptotic expan- 
sions that are re-expanded in [1] are the Liouville-Green expansions. Only in certain 
cases, for example, Airy's differential equation, are these the same as the Poincare 
power-series expansions. Thirdly, the optimization process is carried out differently, 
in that the number of terms at a given level is constrained not to change when higher 
levels are incorporated into the expansion. As we saw in Remark (ii) of §7, this results 
in there being (approximately) 2~^\z\ terms at level j, and whatever the final level 
/ happens to be the overall exponential improvement in the estimate for the error 
term is restricted to e-(1+21n2)M5 that is, e-(2-386...)M times a power of \z\. With our 
method of optimization, there is no limit on the attainable exponential improvement, 
even in the numerically stable form. 

In earlier papers, for example [6], expansions at level 1 were regarded as providing a 
smooth interpretation of the Stokes phenomenon, because of the behavior and analytic 
nature of the individual terms in the neighborhoods of the Stokes lines. Since each 
branch of each Gu, function is analytic in its argument z (except at the origin), 
the hyperasymptotic expansions also furnish a smooth interpretation of the Stokes 
phenomenon.  An added feature, however, is that these expansions apply to several 
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Stokes lines simultaneously. Thus, for example, 21 Stokes lines are covered in this way 
in the region of validity given by Theorem 10.1. 

The practical implementation of the new expansions, in common with those of [1], 
depends on the ability to compute the necessary hyperterminants either by means 
of asymptotic approximations or by direct numerical methods. At the Zth level, the 
hyperterminants are /-fold multiple integrals. The case Z = 0 is trivial, and for I = 1, 
algorithms and software packages exist; see [4, §5.7].6 Some progress on the problem 
of computing hyperterminants at level 2 in the case when u is an integer is made in 
Appendix B of [1], and these results were used in the numerical example given in §9. 

Acknowledgement.    The authors are indebted to the referees for helpful suggestions 
in the presentation of this paper. 
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